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When you buy via the links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission at no cost to you. Learn
more. The Best Manual Coffee Grinder hand grinders Contents show What Should You Consider
When Looking for the Best Manual Coffee Grinder. FAQs What is the best nonhand home coffee
grinder. Are manual coffee grinders better than electric. Is it better to grind your own coffee. As a
coffee lover, you know that grinding your coffee beans just before you brew your coffee is the only
way you’ll capture the coffee’s full flavor and aroma in your brews. Big electric grinders work well at
home, but when you’re on the go, you need something more portable; you need a manual coffee
grinder aka, a coffee mill. We’re going to help you pick the perfect manual grinder for you. Although
these hand grinders seem simple enough, they must be wellengineered if they’re to produce the
precise and consistent grind you need. Other considerations include construction materials, size,
function, and warranty. Read on to learn more. At A Glance Our Top 5 Picks for Manual Coffee
Grinders Our Top Pick 1Zpresso Q2 Manual Coffee Grinder For Turkish Coffee Zassenhaus Santiago
Mahogany Coffee Mill Grinder For Traveling Light Porlex Mini Stainless Steel Coffee Grinder Best
Value For Money Hario Ceramic Coffee Mill Skerton Best For Design Akirakoki Manual Coffee Bean
Grinder Let’s take a look at the good, the bad, and the downright ugly. What Should You Consider
When Looking for the Best Manual Coffee Grinder. Don’t skip the temptation to spend a little time
and money investing in a better than average hand grinder. You can’t underestimate the importance
of the grinding process The coffee grinder is a supremely important link in the chain that extends
from the coffee cherry to an exquisite espresso So now it’s time to understand what separates a
good grinder from a bad one.http://www.profikaneten.hu/kepek/dell-9010-manual.xml
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manual coffee grinder, capresso coffee burr grinder manual, cuisinart burr coffee
grinder manual, best manual burr coffee grinder, best manual burr coffee grinder
2018, steel burr manual coffee grinder, secura burr coffee grinder manual.

Don’t ignore the following when shopping around Size or lack thereof Save If you want to grind on
the go, you’ll want to consider buying something that incorporates a sleek, cylindrical shape that
makes it easy to store and easy to grip. Less is more when it comes to portability, however, if you’re
not concerned with traveling with your hand grinder, something nice and vintagelooking may suit
you more. Capacity We talk about portable coffee grinders as being small and compact. This means
there’s a limited amount of beans you can crank in one go. If you’re looking to cater coffee for more
than 23 people, expect to get a good arm workout during the grinding process. We are talking about
the burrs here as they go through the most stress. You have 2 options, steel or ceramic, both with its
good and bad points 1 . Consider stainless steel burrs if you are traveling as they are durable and
easy to clean. Ceramic burrs are fine if you plan to keep your grinder at home. Number of Grind
Settings How many settings does your coffee grinder have and how easy is it to change between
them. You’ll also want a grinder with functional applications that will produce the same results no
matter where you are grinding. Precision and consistency are key. If you want to perfect your grind,
you want to consider a coffee sifter. Related articles For Turkish coffee, you’ll need a super fine
grind so look at these special Turkish grinders. Grab our free coffee grind chart to help you achieve
the right grounds. To take your coffee grinding game to the next level you’ll need a secret weapon
the KRUVE. Electric grinders come with warranties but manual grinders often don’t. You don’t want
to buy something you use a couple of times before it stops producing consistent results or even
breaks down. Save Wellmade products will often offer longterm or lifetime warranty as their
products are manufactured with precision and
expertise.http://www.zajazdszalas.pl/userfiles/dell-840-server-manual.xml
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Now that you know what to look for in a grinder, download this coffee grind chart to use your
grinder to its fullest potential. Save Quick facts Travel grinder built with premium materials Hopper
capacity 20g 12 coffees per grind Weight 385g Dimensions 5.5” x 2” x 2” Burr Stainless Steel SEE
ON AMAZON The 1Zpresso Q2 is the smallest of the 1ZPresso grinders. As well as the reduced size,
the 1zpresso also comes with a lower price tag too. Fortunately, however, there have been no
sacrifices made to build quality or materials, meaning the Q2 is very much a premium product in a
tiny, travelfriendly package. The premium materials used to make this grinder very easy to use for
small batches of coffee. The Q2 would be perfect to take camping or to leave at the office, so you
don’t have to concede on freshness while working. The only real problem the 1Zpresso Q2 presents
is the small 20g capacity, which could be lower depending on the types of bean you’re using. You’ll
get enough for one brew here, but you’ll have to grind more than once if you’re making coffee for
more than one other person at a time. Allinall, however, the 1Zpresso Q2’s looks, build quality, ease
of use, and pricetoquality ratio make it our Top Pick manual coffee grinder. Save Quick facts Vintage
grinder that can also grind for Turkish coffee Hopper capacity 40g 23 coffees per grind Weight 952g
Dimensions 5.5 x 3.5 x 7.8 Burr material Highgrade carbon steel conical burr SEE ON AMAZON The
expertly crafted Zassenhaus coffee grinder has a beautiful mahogany finish and regarded as one of
the finest on the market due to its conical burr, 25year warranty, and highquality grind capabilities.
It’s smaller than your typical electrical burrgrinder, however it’s a little larger and bulkier than
other hand grinders. It’s perfect for espresso. With a guaranteed 25 year warranty, you know that
you’re purchasing a highperformance grinder.

Save Quick facts For travelers and minimalists Hopper capacity 20g 12 coffees per grind Weight
226g Dimensions 6” x 2.3” x 1.8” Burr material Ceramic Conical Burr Number of grind settings 13
SEE ON AMAZON Travelling coffee drinkers don’t stop raving about the Porlex Portable Coffee Mill
that is designed to grind accurately and quickly and is great for those who are travelling or
constantly on the go. What makes this product a great travel companion. For one, the portable
easytogrip cylindrical shape makes it easy to hike, bike, pack in a suitcase or stash in the car. It fits
perfectly into the Aeropress making the convenience of packing easy, plus it weighs in at only 10.4
ounces. The solid stainless steel body build makes the Porlex easy to clean and virtually
indestructible. Find the right grind for your brewer, remember the number, and you’re good to make
the perfect cup of coffee on the go. Read our full review of the Porlex mini grinder here. Super easy
to disassemble and reassemble with a hopper that can attach to a mason jar or other storage
containers. It’s designed for those who want a product that will carry through conditions with ease.
Read our full review of the Hario Skerton Pro here. Save Quick facts Solid wood design will never
crack Hopper capacity 85g 34 coffees per grind Weight 610g Dimensions 7.2” x 2.8” x 2.8” Burr



Cast Iron LEARN MORE The Akirakoki is a budgetfriendly manual grinder that delivers on both
design and functionality. The solid wood body comes from a single piece of wood, meaning it will
never crack. Unusually, the Akiraroki has a Cast Iron burr, which means it will never rust and will
produce less heat than other materials. The full package here combines to create a reliable travel
grinder that looks fantastic. Pulling this grinder out of your backpack will attract attention every
time you start brewing with other travelers around.

http://eco-region31.ru/3-speed-clutchless-manual

It’s a good job then that the Akirkoki has an 85g grind capacity, meaning you’ll be able to grind
enough coffee for up to three friends at once. An extremely accurate and easy to use grinder. With a
full grind range, the Lido 3 can be used for any brew method. The only downfall is the process of
setting adjustment, which is slightly more complicated and takes some time getting used to.
Although the weight and size of this grinder means it’s not as lightweight and portable as others on
the market, you can still fit this one in your travel pack but may require a slight grind between the
knees for stability. Read our full review of the Lido 3 hand grinder here. Simply attach the base to
the table and begin hand grinding. The JavaPresse Manual Coffee Grinder is a small, lightweight
grinder perfect for those who aren’t too concerned with style but still need something that is
functional and portable. It consists of a durable stainless steel body with a ceramic conical burr and
a detachable hand crank which means it’s great for packing on the go. It features a dual plate
system which makes it feel more stable when grinding and produces consistent results. PROS
Affordable in comparison to other manual grinders Compact and lightweight CONS Materials of
lesser quality and durability Grind settings can be tricky to workout Hard to grind, not the best for
daily use THE VERDICT Which Hand Mill Grinder Do We Prefer. The incredible pricetoquality ratio
and impressive travelfriendly tiny size combine to make it our number one manual hand grinder
pick. The best home coffee grinder depends on your own preferences at home. If you have the time
to consume grinding your own coffee and doesn’t mind a little effort in doing so, affordable hand
coffee grinders are suitable for you. Hand coffee grinders are manual grinders which does not break
the bank but can produce consistent grinds which on par with electric coffee grinders. Here’s a list
to explore.
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Manual coffee grinders are better than electric when it comes to simplicity, affordability and
portability. Manual or hand coffee grinders are very easy to use. Although it requires more effort
from the user, the process of grinding your coffee is very simple and the result thereof, depends on
the energy exerted along with the grinder setting. Yes, grinding your own coffee preserves its full
flavor and aroma. If you are a coffee lover and uses preground coffee, you might have noticed the
taste difference of freshly ground coffee versus preground coffee that has been kept for several days
in the pantry. If you have a coffee grinder, your coffee beans will maintain its freshness and flavor
even after a long period of time. Retrieved from Home Barista. How often to clean grinder. Retrieved
from Precision Coffee Grinder Better Grind, More Flavor by Handground. Retrieved from Save Deb
For the last three and a half years, Ive been religiously brewing coffee every morning in my trusty
Aeropress. VISIT US ON YOUTUBE JUMP TO What Should You Consider When Looking for the Best
Manual Coffee Grinder. The 8 Best Manual Coffee Grinders THE VERDICT Which Hand Mill Grinder
Do We Prefer. FAQs Leave a Comment Cancel reply Comment Name Email Website Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. In this post we’ll take a closer look
at some of the best models out there. Asser Christensen Licensed Q Arabica Grader, M.A. Journalism
February 17, 2020 A phrase that people who know a thing or two about coffee like to throw around
is this “The grinder is more important than the coffee maker.” And while it sounds a little bit
extreme, it’s undoubtedly true. Unfortunately, the best burr coffee grinders tend to be prohibitively
expensive. Luckily, manual coffee grinders offer stellar performance at a far lower price point than
the typical electric counterparts.

http://americanpatriotbeer.com/images/boss-fv-60-volume-pedal-manual.pdf
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If you want to get the maximum bang for your coffeeallocated buck, going for a hand grinder is a
surefire way to do it. I have been using manual grinders for several years, and either owned or tried
most of the top models available today. Below you see my current top pick among them all. My top
pick The new Jxmodel from 1Zpresso is my favorite hand grinder. I have had this model for half a
year, and truly believe that it’s the best buy for most people. The grind consistency is at a
professional level, it looks amazing, and it’s a pleasure to use since it’s so speedy compared to all the
rivals. See latest price Things to look for in a serious hand grinder. Manual grinders are more simple
to buy than normal burr coffee grinders. Why is that Well, there are just fewer types, technologies,
and usecases, which means there are fewer things to consider altogether. However, there are 3 main
considerations Travel Go for something smaller and more portable, if you want to bring the grinder
on trips. Espresso or filter Most grinders excel at one thing only, but a few work well for both styles
of coffee. Budget Today, hand grinders are available at all price levels. I’d suggest setting a budget
with a bit of leg room.Remember; you get what you pay for. And with hand grinders it can be
especially annoying to realize that you should have gone for something better, since you’ll be
spending a lot of time grinding in that cranky, precaffeinated state. You can achieve a level of
consistency similar to commercial grinders with a premium model like the 1Zpresso Jx Of course
there are also a various features that you should consider. Don’t listen to the manufacturers and
their marketing BS. Let me break down the features for you here, so you know what to go for in a
grinder. Ceramic or steel burrs. The burrs are on of the most important aspects of a grinder. All
hand grinders have conical burrs. They come in either ceramic or steel. Steel is a LOT sharper and
better.

It’s bother faster and more consistent than ceramic. If you have the budget, I definitely recommend
a grinder with steel burrs even though they tend to be more expensive. Handle length The handle
can make or break a hand grinder. If it’s too short, you have to spend a lot more energy grinding the
same amount of beans. See the picture below for some different types. Bearings The premium
models usually have bearings, which makes grinding a lot smoother and easier. If you choose a
model without bearings, you’ll have to expend a lot of unnecessary energy. Also, if you have smaller
hands, you don’t want something that’s difficult to hold. Grind adjustment This is an important one.
Choose a grinder, where you can easily switch back and forth between different settings from
French press, filter, and Aeropress. The stepless models can be a pain. The handle’s lenght and
shape is worth considering. How long does a manual coffee grinder take. In general, manual coffee
grinders take around one minute to grind enough for a big cup. It does take some effort to grind by
hand — I’m not going to sugarcoat it. However, flagship models such as the 1Zpresso Jx can grind
rather fast. Typically, you’ll be ablt to grind for 23 cups in less than 45 seconds. The cheaper
entrylevel models with ceramic burrs are a lot slower; it will typically take 23 minutes to grind 3
scoops of coffee. Keep in mind The finer you grind, the more times you’ll have to turn the crank. For
that reason alone I suggest people who want a grinder for espresso to opt for an electric one. I know
the company by chance, as I bumped into their booth at the annual Coffee Expo in Taiwan two years
ago. I was instantly mesmerized by how fast and wellcrafted their entire lineup of grinders is. The
founder of the company, whom I talked to briefly, is Taiwanese, but the production is based in China.
Back then, they hadn’t entered the Western market, but now it has finally happened.

extreamtuning.ru/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c6d6cc9467---
compaq-6520s-service-manual.pdf

The English of 1Zpresso’s sales material isn’t quite up to Oxford standards but don’t let that fool
you. It’s not a brand you should underestimate. Jx is my favorite hand grinder I have tried several of
the company’s models, also the more expensive ones from the “E” and “K”range. At its current price
point, it’s a steal. It easily beats rival grinders that cost 24 times more. The consistency of the
grinder is impressive. You can use it for everything from Turkish coffee and espresso to pour over
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and French press. Because the grinder has big and aggressive 48 mm steel burrs, it’s also an
incredibly speedy grinder. It’s a lot faster than any of the other models in this article. You should be
able to grind 25 grams of coffee in around 35 seconds. The only drawback to the grinder is that it’s
on the larger side, so if you’re traveling a lot and portability is important to you, you should probably
consider its smaller sibling; the 1Zpresso Mini Q, which I’ll review below. Also, if your hands are on
the smaller side, it might be easier to use the Mini Q as it requires less grip strength. Conclusion
Over the last couple of months, I have received several emails and comments on Instagram from
readers who have purchased the Jx after reading my review, and they all agree that it’s an epic hand
grinder. 1Zpresso Jx looks terrific, and it grinds swift and consistently. It’s my top pick among all
hand grinders and will probably remain so for many years. For more info, see my full review of
1Zpresso Jx. Bonusinfo If you want to use the grinder for espresso, you should opt for the Promodel,
since it has more granular adjustment. See more reviews 2 1Zpresso Mini Q Travel Burr Grinder
This is the smallest model from 1Zpresso. It’s an ideal companion for the frequent traveller, since it
fits inside an Aeropress. Even though the grinder is tiny it still does a great allroundjob, and could
be used as an everyday workhorse.

dakotaterritorycustomhomes.com/ckfinder/userfiles/files/conquest-whirlpool-refrigerator-manual.pdf

However, I’d recommend most people to get the Jxmodel from 1Zpresso instead, since it’s faster and
more consistent. Like the other models from the brand, The Mini Q has an aluminum unibody with
no room for misalignment while the shaft and burrs are made of stainless steel. The grinding action
is helped by two super smooth bearings. In fact, it’s even on par with the much more bulky Lido 3
speedwise. The burr set is made from sharp stainless steel, and it goes through medium roasted
beans like a knife through butter. This grinder is suitable for manual brewing but the company
doesn’t recommend it for espresso they have a few bigger models such as the E Pro and the Jx that
are more suitable for that. Unique features There’s a bunch of nifty features on the Mini Q. For
instance, the wooden handleknob is magnetic, so it can be taken off for more comfortable
transportation. The adjustment is more simple than many of its competitors due to using a numbered
adjustment. The main argument for getting the grinder though is that the combination of build
quality, size, consistency, usability AND price is just phenomenal. If you want to learn more about
the Mini Q then check out my indepth review here. The Conclusion If portability and quality are your
top priorities then go for the Mini Q. It’s built to last, compact, and capable of grinding very well.
The only slight drawback is that the capacity of the hopper is maximum at 24 grams of light roasted
beans. If that’s no concern, then I highly recommend this grinder. See more reviews 3 Porlex Mini
Portable Hand Grinder The Porlex Mini has long been one of the most popular travel sized grinders.
The Mini is indeed minuscule. But it still manages to produce great coffee. If your primary use case
for a manual grinder is traveling, then look no further. The device is made of stainless steel.
Meaning It’s virtually indestructible.

The Porlex has a small set of ceramic burrs that produce a pretty consistent grind at the mediumfine
setting and then becomes less and less uniform as it gets coarser. That means that it’s great for pour
over or Aeropress, but less so for French press. It does grind fine enough for espresso but expect it
to take 23 minutes for a dose of 15 grams. Better handle A few years ago a common complaint about
the Porlex Mini was that the handle was made of a softer metal than the body. With extensive use
that resulted in a loose fit. Luckily the company has listened to the disgruntled customers and made
a new and improved handle that will continue to fit snugly on the grinder. Drawbacks This grinder is
pretty much the perfect travel companion. You could even use it for your everyday coffee mill at
home if you only brew one or two cups at a time. The only drawback is that it’s small and as such
takes longer to grind than, for example, the Lido 3 or the 1Zgrinder EPro. The Porlex Mini is a
classic for a good reason. See more reviews 4 Orphan Espresso Lido 3 Swiss Burr Grinder The Lido
3 manual grinder has been popular in the specialty coffee community for a while now. It’s made by
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the tiny company Orphan Espresso, which mainly produce various hand grinders as well as espresso
accessories. The Lido 3 is a big and bulky grinder. Pictures don’t do it justice. In hand, you can feel
how heavy and wellcrafted it model is. The irony is that it’s marketed as a travel grinder due to
being lighter than its predecessor, the Lido 2. But weighing in a 2 lbs or just above 1 kilo, you’d have
to be a hardcore coffee geek to bring it on a trip. Big burrs The Lido 3 sports Swiss made 48 mm
conical steel burrs and has an enormous capacity compared to its rivals. It grinds fast enough but in
fact, other highend grinders such as those from 1Zgrinder beats it comfortably when it comes to
speed. The is probably due to the Lido’s shorter handle, and less smooth bearings.

However, I have had this grinder for more than a year and have come to notice some severe flaws.
The antistatic plastic of the grounds bin is made out of a very soft kind of plastic. Within a year the
screw thread had gotten so loose that the jar would no longer fit. It can’t grind fine enough for
espresso I know some people disagree but I have never managed to find a propers setting due to
burr rub Grinders half the size are still faster and more consistent. Conclusion The Lido 3 is
certainly a capable grinder, and its rugged and industrial look makes it stand out from the typical
cute hand grinders. But it is not really the engineering masterpiece that it’s been cracked up to be.
There are quite a few competitors at the same price point; I’d pick over this. See the full review of
Lido 3 here See more reviews 5 Hario Skerton Pro Ceramic Burr Hand Mill Hario Skerton is one of
the most iconic hand grinders. This is the new and improved “pro” version of the classic model. In
many ways, Hario is synonymous with the third wave movement. The new version, which was
released in 2017, however, has upped its game significantly. These burrs have less wobble than the
old ones due to improved construction, and as a bonus it’s way easier to adjust the grind now. Being
able to tweak the grind setting easily is really an essential factor when it comes to the user
experience. That makes it easy to reproduce a particular grind. The old Skerton used a stepless
system, which made it a pain to go back and find a previous setting. Better handle Another nice
feature on the upgraded “Pro” is the new handle. Before the handle was somewhat flimsy and a little
on the short side. The new handle gives you a nice solid feeling when grinding and uses the force
better. Simple laws of physics right there. The Skerton Pro has the general Hario aesthetics, which
means understated, beautiful and soft. It’s hard not to be enamored with this grinder.

Despite all the substantial upgrades the price still places the Skerton firmly within the budget
spectrum of things. Drawbacks A little drawback is that the ground receptacle is made out of glass.
It does have some protection from the silicone on the bottom, but it’s still more fragile than plastic
or steel. The grinder is also a bit more bulky than some of its competitors, so it’s not the best one for
travel. Read our full Hario Skerton Pro Review here. Conclusion The Hario Skerton Pro delivers a lot
of bang for the buck. Most beginners and casual coffee drinkers would love this device. The true
coffee geek or frequent traveler might be better suited with other options offering more in terms of
either speed consistency, or portability. See more reviews 6 Handground Precision Grinder The
Handground is one of those Kickstarter success stories. The project began on the crowdfunding site
back in 2015 and was very successful in getting funding. A lot of manual grinder enthusiasts backed
this one in the hopes of getting a new top model. I tried it briefly when it was first launched and was
only moderately skeptical. Now a few years later, I have had the opportunity to test it indepth, and I
can say that it simply doesn’t stack up against the competition. Clunky design The Handground is
quite unusual in the sense that the handle turns vertically and not horizontally. The aim is to make it
more ergonomic to operate. While this is a good idea, in theory, it doesn’t work well in daily use. The
handle is on the shorter side, and the weight and shape of the grinder make it challenging to hold it
steady on the counter. Personally, I prefer the feeling of being able to hold the grinder, instead of
having to steady it on a table, but this is also difficult due to it being rather broad. The Handground
has 40 mm burrs. In theory, that should make it a faster grinder than the Porlex and the Hario
models with their 28 mm ceramic burrs, but in reality, they are about the same speed.



The Handground is not a fast manual grinder. The dull burrs especially have problems when it
comes to lighter roasts. Due to the unusual design with a gearbox and a sidemounted handle, you
also have more weak points that could potentially break. The build quality doesn’t feel particularly
robust in hand, so this is something that would worry me. Conclusion The Handground is based on
an intriguing idea, but too many flaws and a high price point makes it hard to recommend. See more
reviews 7 Rok Hand Crank Coffee Grinder, stationary The Rok coffee grinder looks pretty awesome.
The manual espresso maker from the same company is a great gadget, so it’s easy to assume that its
grinding sibling is equally impressive. That’s not the case, unfortunately. Interesting concept The
Rok is entirely different from the other hand grounds out there. It’s not handheld. It’s a colossal
device meant to be placed on a counter. It looks impressive and would stand out in a good way in
most home baristas’ setup. Also when grinding you don’t rotate clockwise horizontally, but
vertically. Things to improve I love to see new concepts out there. But I think there are a few things
that need to be addressed before the Rok Coffee Grinder can be a top competitor. For the price, it’s
reasonable to expect a top product. But the burrs aren’t really high end and do produce a lot of
fines. Maybe it’s just me, but I’m also not really a fan of this kind of forwardmotion grinding. But
then again, perhaps it’s just because I’m more used to the traditional hand grinding. Also, the
grinder is top heavy. That means that you need to use one hand to hold it steady. Conclusion The
Rok Hand Grinder has some killer looks, and it’s a fascinating device. It’s more than capable of
grinding, but at the price point, you can find better grinders that are also portable. Check out my full
review of the Rok Hand grinder.

See more reviews 8 Hario Mini Slim Manual Grinder I have used the Hario MiniSlim extensively over
the last couple of years, and yet again it’s another great budget option. This is the slightly modified
2017 version, which comes with a better handle and a cool and mysterious, darktransparent color.
Good for travel The Hario MiniSlim has a lot in common with the Porlex Mini. They both have very
similar ceramic burrs, and both are small and lightweight. The Porlex Mini is just that bit smaller
though. If traveling is the main reason for buying a grinder, I would say that it has an edge. The
Hario Slim is still very lightweight though, and at 8.7 oz it’s hardly anything you’d notice in a
rucksack. Indestructible The Hario MiniSlim is made of a very durable plastic material. I would go as
far as to say that it’s more or less impossible to destroy with regular use. The ceramic burrs do a
pretty good job around a medium grind size. The burr set is still quite small though, so you’d have to
do a lot of work. Also, I’d wish that the handle was just a tiny bit longer. That would make it so much
easier to grind. Conclusion The Hario MiniSlim does have its shortcomings, but for the insanely low
price point, you can’t expect it to be the best grinder in the world. See more reviews 9 Zassenhaus
Santiago Coffee Mill, Mahogany What would a review of manual coffee grinders be without at least a
mention of one of the ancient German classics. This kind of grinder has stood the test of time so to
speak. Zassenhaus has been making grinders for more than 100 years, so I guess they have learned
a thing or two. This model is one of the most iconic ones out there. When you say “coffee mill”
there’s a good chance that older people would think of this specific model. The Zassenhaus Santiago
is made out of quality materials, and it comes with a 25 years guarantee. That’s pretty insane when
you think about it. This kind of grinder appeals to the same people who love vintage watches and
cars.
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